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the location of the ice fender indicator. Note also that
all t-hegages, with the exception of the indicator, record
only a t 15-minute intervals and hence do not register
changes in pond level as completely as the indicator.
The change in pond elevation (rise) waa 0.95 foot b
the indicator and 0.7.2 foot by the east dam gage.
the hi h wind had continued longer both the east and
west %.m gages would probably have registered as
high elevations as the indicator.
A series of su es occurred in the pond following the
storm as shown y the indicator curve. These surges
from crest to trou h were of about one and.one-fourth
hours’ interval. .fjhis would indicate that the s
went no farther upstream than Montrose, where t e
storm ori inated, for the time interval of wave movement
between s o r t Madison and the dam is two and one-half
hours. The wave crest shown on the chart a t 2 a. m.
is the last one before the pond settled down to a constant
elevation.

It would have been of interest to compare the wind
velocit of this storm with that of the historic storms
at Ga7veston and Houston. Mr. Daly states that a t
bo.th of these places the aaemometer blew off at 125
miles per hour. The anemometer of tshepower compan
is located a t the top of the GO-foot fl taff a t the nort
end of the building and is 162 feet a ove the elevation
of the lake or a t elevation 687 feet M. D.
The effect of the wind on the various plant- gages is
not easy to understand. All of the plant gages are
dampened down so that some have an opening from the
gage well to the pond no larger than a lead pencil. This
partly but not wholly explains the la in effect on tahe
ages after the wind begaq to blow. !Note how closely
b e east and west dam gages follow the indicator on the
falling side. It seems reasonable to believe that such a
short sharp blow as occurred would not have been very
uniformly distributed as to intensity over the area which
it covered. Furthermore there would be a tendency
toward higher water elevations in contracted places like
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CORRELATION O F MAXIMUM RAIN INTENSITIES FOR LONG AND SHORT TIME-INTERVALS.
By ROBERT
E. HORTON,
Cona. Hydraulic Engineer.

ss/.578.1

Wonrheesville. N. Y., 013.20,
1azO.l

Most studies of m&ximum rain intensities have covered
intervals of two hours or less rain. duration. Some
attention has been given; as by the Miami Coiiservancy
Commission, to maximum rain intensities having durations of one or more days. It is of interest, especially
in attempting to discover the laws and physical processes
overning high rain intensities, to compare the relation
Eetween intensity and duration for short intervals, as
one hour or less, with similar relations for longer timeintervals, from one hour to one day, and for periods of
one to five or six days covered by great storms.
Data showing maximum rain intensities from six
recording rain ga es nt New Orleans, La., based on 35
years’ records, a ord a single example where a cornparison of rain intensities for given tune intervds from
one minute up to one year may be made. The data fire
lotted on figure 1, the time being expressed in minutes
the horizontal scale, and the masimum amount of
precipitation in the iven time interval in inches is
expressed b the or inates. The observational data
are indicate by small circles. These points apparently
represent rain intensities having an average e.uceedance
interval of about 25 years.
The term “exceedance interval” is used to define the
average interval in years in wl-iioh a given value of tlie
m a nitude of nn event will be equaled or esceeded.
A e equation
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was worked out, using coefficients determined from the
observational data for short durations. The d u e s
given by this equation are indicated on the diagram by
triangles.
It will be seen that this simple expression represents
with remarkable fidelity the observational c1tit.a for timeintervals of 4SO minutes, or eight horns, or h a . This

expression has, however, a maximum for = 996 minutes,
which is readily obtained by differentiating equation (1).
For time-intervals longer than this, it ives a smaller
total precipitation than for time-interva s of less than
996 minutes. The maximum precipitation observed for
longer time-intervals of course increases with the duration of the interval. This su g e t s that the curve representing the lotted oints on gure 1 is really the combination of t e p a p of two equations, one of which,
name1 that given, represents ni&uimum rain intensities
for re atively short intervals which are effected largely
by local conditions, and second, normal precipitation
unaffected by these special conditions. The latter is so
small relative to the total amount for very short h e intervals that its omission from the left-hand portion of
the curve on figure 1 is of little importance.
It is evident that if the time-interval was sufficien’tly
long, say 50 to 100 ears, then the maximum precipitation
would ap roach cosely as a limiting value, a quantity
e ual to ‘t, where k is the normal precipitation er unit
o time (one minute in this case) as determined rom the
long-term mean rainfall at the given station. The longterm mean annual rainfall at New Orleans is 53.82 inches,
which gives a value of k = 0.00010255. The resulting
limit line is designated B. It will be observed that the
plotted points apparently approach this line as the
duration increases.
The line C shows a continuation of the exponential
function ‘(1) beyond its maximum point. The value of
this function becomes ne ligible for tme-intervals exceeding 500,000 minutes. %he portion of the curve DE
re resents the sum of the values of the curve C plus the
v3ues of Some function which approaches the limit line
B as the time-interval incremes. Actudly, the nature
of this function is unknown, but it is probably some form
of exhaustion equation, or exponential function, as is
also the expression alread given for the rainfall m o u n t
for time-intervals of one ay or less.
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iucreeatw, but intersects the limit line for a value of t a
little over one million, which satisfied the equation

him, 1921

43,000 minutes, respectively, are robably due to rain
intensities for these time-intervals aving occurred “out
eater fre uency during the
of their order,”
Or with t an would e the case on the
25 years of observations
average. It appears that the equation for the line ADE
given on the diagram represents with considerable
accuracy the maximum amounts of precipitation having
average exeedance intervals of-about 25 years at New
Orleans for time-intervals ranging all the way from 1
minute to 1 year.

g

f?

0.0001025t= 0. 0166t80*”5

As regards the data as a whole, the agreement between
the line ADE and the plotted poinb is veiy good, the
curve even reproducin the flat portion of the plotted
data for time-mtervals etween 1,000 and 5,000 minutes.

f

The discordant points for time-intervals of 21,000 and
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CLOUDBURST RAINFALL AT TABORTON, N. Y., AUGUST 10, 1920.

5s/.5 7 7 . 3

By ROBERT
E. HORTON
and GEORGET. TODD.

( 747)

[Albany, N. Y.,Oet. 15, 1920.1

BYrToPnm.

N. Y., on the
An extremely hea rainfall occurred at Tab-,
dmm and night 3A-t
10, 1920 The catch as measured in a
bucket ve a total measurement for 24hom BB 11.62 inches, of wluch
8.96 i n s fell during the main storm in late afternoon. Experiments
were triad to determipe the T t u d e of errom owing to.splash from a
nepr-by mof and eddm about e pail. Deductive studies were made
on therim of watmin B’ Bowman Pond, the washing of roads, and
db a r n ,
the evipence tends to the conclusion that
certeinly amounted to 8 inches. The extent of the heavy
being most inkme at .Tab*
and feling
downpour waa Y
off markedly in% duections, towns 15 to 20 mles dmtant receiwng
only 1 or 2 mchea of A.In August, 1891, there WBB a similar heavy
downpour in thie locslify, in which it is probable that more rain fell
than on thia occdon.

There was an ordinary tin pail with flaring sides standing
on the ground 8 feet from the south corner of the house,
2. where the Pd stood the
as &own in fi
was short and gh
t e ground hard, and the pail stood evel.
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The record of rainfall depth was reported by Prof.
Thos. R. Lawson, of the Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti-
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Ao. L-DetaUs of location of pail near house.
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The mean top diameter inside was 10 inches-mean
bottom diameter 7%inches-and depth 88 inches. Prof.
Lawson re orb that the pail wm empt? before the rain.
The rain egan about 4 p. m., fast [‘summer"] time,
and the heaviest storm ended about 6 p. m. There was
a lull between 5 and 6 p. m., at which time he found the
pail full. He then emptied and re laced it, and at the
end of the rain it was again half fu or nearly so.
The surface area, or catchment of the pail, is 78.54
square inches. The ail being a truncated cone, the true
depth of rainfall caugI! t has been obtained by determining
the height of a cylinder of equal volume and having a
diameter of 10 inches. This amounts to 6.28 inches.
The volume in the bottom half of the pail caught after
the lull, reduced to the same basis is equivalent to a
cylinder 10 inches in diameter and 2.67 inches hieh,
making the total rainfall caught in the main storm equivalent to 8.95 inches.
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tute who was at his summer cottage, located at the point
marked “A” on figure 1, a t the time the storni occurred.
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